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Abstract
The zebrafish (Danio rerio) is an established model organism for developmental and biomedical research. It is
frequently used for high-throughput functional genomics experiments, such as genome-wide gene expression
measurements, to systematically analyze molecular mechanisms. However, the use of whole embryos or larvae
in such experiments leads to a loss of the spatial information. To address this problem, we have developed a tool
called Zebrafish Expression Ontology of Gene Sets (ZEOGS) to assess the enrichment of anatomical terms in
large gene sets. ZEOGS uses gene expression pattern data from several sources: first, in situ hybridization
experiments from the Zebrafish Model Organism Database (ZFIN); second, it uses the Zebrafish Anatomical
Ontology, a controlled vocabulary that describes connected anatomical structures; and third, the available
connections between expression patterns and anatomical terms contained in ZFIN. Upon input of a gene set,
ZEOGS determines which anatomical structures are overrepresented in the input gene set. ZEOGS allows one
for the first time to look at groups of genes and to describe them in terms of shared anatomical structures. To
establish ZEOGS, we first tested it on random gene selections and on two public microarray datasets with
known tissue-specific gene expression changes. These tests showed that ZEOGS could reliably identify the
tissues affected, whereas only very few enriched terms to none were found in the random gene sets. Next we
applied ZEOGS to microarray datasets of 24 and 72 h postfertilization zebrafish embryos treated with beclo-
methasone, a potent glucocorticoid. This analysis resulted in the identification of several anatomical terms
related to glucocorticoid-responsive tissues, some of which were stage-specific. Our studies highlight the ability
of ZEOGS to extract spatial information from datasets derived from whole embryos, indicating that ZEOGS
could be a useful tool to automatically analyze gene expression pattern features of any large zebrafish gene set.
Introduction
Zebrafish have become a well-established model organ-ism to study development, fundamental biological
mechanisms, and a variety of biomedically relevant processes.
This is partly because functional genomics approaches allow
researchers to perform high-throughput analyses of the zebra-
fish genome, transcriptome, and proteome under many differ-
ent conditions, thus leading to amore systematic understanding
and novel mechanistic insights.1,2 There are two alternative
basic experimental designs possible for high-throughput ex-
periments in zebrafish: isolation of a certain cell type or organ
from embryos/larvae or adult animals, or performing such
experiments on whole animals. The second alternative may be
preferable if there is no information about which cells could be
affected by the experimental manipulation, when a non-cell-
autonomous effect is expected or when isolation of a particular
tissue is problematic. Regardless of the experimental design
chosen, functional genomics experiments generate information
on hundreds to tens of thousands of genes, RNA species, pro-
teins, or othermolecular entities. The interpretation of such large
datasets is challenging and their analysis requires statistical
methods to extract or filter the useful and significant informa-
tion. For example, approaches focusing on functional properties
of genes include Gene Ontology (GO) annotation/enrichment,3
Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Geomes (KEGG) pathway
analysis,4 and Ingenuity pathway analyses (www.ingenuity
.com). These methods search for functional properties that are
significantly enriched in a certain gene set, therefore providing
global insights into the most likely functions of these genes.
In addition to the identification of shared functional prop-
erties of genes in a dataset, datasets from whole animals can
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be used to identify overrepresented anatomical terms, thus
shedding light on where in the animal these genes may be
expressed. Zebrafish is highly suitable for this kind of analysis
because a large amount of gene expression information,
mostly from in situ hybridization experiments, is available in
the Zebrafish Model Organism Database (ZFIN).5,6 The ex-
pression information is organized based on the Anatomical
Ontology (AO), a controlled hierarchical vocabulary of terms
describing anatomical structures of zebrafish and their re-
lationships (see http://zfin.org/zf_info/anatomy/dict/sum
.html). The zebrafishAO facilitates effective data dissemination,
serves as a reference for zebrafish anatomy descriptions, and
ensures the possibility of mapping homologous structures be-
tween anatomical ontologies of different species. The zebrafish
AO has been further developed and modified in Develop-
mental Anatomy Ontology of zebrafish for three-dimensional
models of zebrafish anatomy7 and is used as the basis for amore
general Teleost Anatomy Ontology.8
Current zebrafish-related resources are unable to provide
summaries and enrichment of expression patterns for large
sets of genes. Instead, they only allow extracting this infor-
mation for single genes. For example, ZFIN supports single-
gene identifier queries as well as queries based on anatomical
terms combined with developmental stage limits. The first
type of query results in a table of published gene expression
patterns, whereas the second type returns a list of genes
known to contain user-specified anatomical terms within the
specified stage limits. Similar queries are offered by 4DXpress
for zebrafish genes.9 In addition, 4DXpress provides the
possibility to enter gene lists that will be linked to the corre-
sponding gene pages, and it allows searching for gene ho-
mologs in zebrafish, medaka, mouse, Drosophila, and
Platynereis to check for similarities in the expression patterns.
However, ZFIN and other resources do not provide expres-
sion pattern summaries for sets of zebrafish genes, and gen-
erating a manual summary is tedious for large gene sets. This
highlights the need for a tool capable to provide an overall
picture of the most frequent or enriched anatomical terms in a
large input gene set. To achieve this aim, we have developed a
program called Zebrafish Expression Ontology of Gene Sets
(ZEOGS). Here, the term ‘‘Expression Ontology of Gene Sets’’
is defined as the assignment of genes in a set to distinct en-
riched anatomical terms. Importantly, ZEOGS does not de-
velop an expression ontology but rather uses public gene
expression datasets fromZFIN to generate a summary of gene
expression patterns for an input gene set. Further, ZEOGS
finds significant associations between the genes in the set and
anatomical terms. Here, we tested and validated the results
generated by the ZEOGS tool on simulated random gene sets
and on two datasets with predicted tissue-specific targets. As
a less tissue-specific case study, we applied the ZEOGS soft-
ware to lists of differentially expressed genes in zebrafish
embryos treated with glucocorticoid hormone, which acti-
vates the glucocorticoid receptor (GR), a ligand-activated
transcription factor. Zebrafish starts playing an important role
in GR research because of its strengths in genetics research,
imaging, functional genomics, and ease of experimental ma-
nipulation.10,11 Although GR is known to be expressed ubiq-
uitously, its actions are highly tissue specific, andmediated by
transcriptional activation, repression, or nongenomic ac-
tions.12,13 Therefore, we reasoned that GR signaling would be
a good system to study the ability of ZEOGS to identify the
anatomical structures in which GR is actively using genes
with differential expression upon glucocorticoid treatment of
whole zebrafish embryos. Anatomical terms related to
glucocorticoid-responsive tissues such as muscle, cartilage,
and liver were indeed found enriched by ZEOGS analyses for
these datasets. Together, our studies showed that ZEOGS can
be used to extract meaningful spatial information from large
datasets derived from whole animal studies.
Materials and Methods
Zebrafish husbandry
AB wild-type zebrafish were maintained in the zebrafish
facility of the Max-Planck Institute for Molecular Genetics
according to standard protocols at 28.5C.14 Embryos were
collected and grown in E3 medium (5mM NaCl, 0.17mM
KCl, 0.33mMCaCl, 0.33mMMgSO4) at 28.5C and staged by
percentages of epiboly and somite numbers.15 All zebrafish




Zebrafish AB embryos at 24 and 72 hours postfertilization
(hpf) were treated with either 25lM beclomethasone or 0.1%
DMSO for 3 h, anesthetized with 0.02% of tricaine (Sigma;
E10521), and frozen in liquid nitrogen. RNA was extracted
using the RNeasyMini Kit (Qiagen; 74106) and genomic DNA
was then removed using the TurboDNA-free kit (Ambion;
AM1907). RNA (3lg) was sent to the Microarray Analysis
Facility at the Max-Planck Institute for Cell Biology and Ge-
netics and one-color Cy3 hybridizations were performed to
Agilent V3: 026437 microarray slides in triplicate. Resulting
images were quantified and text files containing raw values
were analyzed. Data preprocessing, differential expression
analysis, and gene annotation were done in R, using available
Bioconductor packages (www.bioconductor.com). First, the
signals were background corrected with the normexp meth-
od16 (Limma package17), and an offset of 1 was added to the
intensities before normalization and log transformation to
ensure that all intensity values are positive. After background
correction, the data were normalized between arrays using
the quantile method.18 Differentially expressed probes among
different conditions were identified by means of the linear
model implemented in the Limma package.1 In addition, the
empirical Bayes method was used to construct moderated t-
statistics and adjust for multiplicity of the tests. The Benjamini
and Hochberg’s method was used to control the false dis-
covery rate.19 The biomaRt annotation package20 was used to
assign the corresponding gene accessions (Ensembl IDs, En-
trez Gene Ids, and ZFIN gene symbols) to each Agilent probe
ID. Each gene was then assigned to the median expression
value from all the corresponding probes. Genes with a false
discovery rate less than 0.1 and a fold change higher than 2
were considered differentially expressed. The data are avail-
able at the Gene ExpressionOmnibuswebsite (www.ncbi.nlm
.nih/gov/geo) (accession number GSE41904).
GO and KEGG pathway enrichment
Database for Annotation, Visualization, and Integrated Dis-
covery (DAVID) Bioinformatics Resources website21 was used
to assess whether certain sets of up- or downregulated genes
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showed statistically significant enrichment of GO categories or
KEGG pathways when comparing two different conditions.
Implementation
Data sources
All of the zebrafish gene expression data used in ZEOGS
come from the ZFIN database, where in situ hybridiza-
tion staining experiments from high-throughput expression
screens and individual publications have been annotated in
detail using the AO system. ZFIN provides two views of the
anatomical information on gene expression: first, anatomical
terms for individual genes on ZFIN are listed on the gene
summary pages without stage information (e.g., http://zfin
.org/action/marker/view/ZDB-GENE-000426-1) (‘‘gene sum-
mary’’ option); second, gene expression patterns of the same
genes are annotatedwith curated stages when their expression
was observed (see http://zfin.org/data_transfer/Downloads/
wildtype-expression.txt) (‘‘wild-type expression’’ option). As
genes can be expressed in different anatomical structures,
depending on the developmental stage, it is crucial to extract
the stage information for any kind of analysis. For both data
source options, this information can be extracted either by a
direct link between anatomical terms and stage of develop-
ment (see http://zfin.org/data_transfer/Downloads/staged
_anatomy.txt), or directly from the experimental data records,
although data are not always available for each stage. Thus,
when the ‘‘gene summary’’ option is chosen, anatomical terms
are restricted based on their existence at the selected stage
(Fig. 1A), while with the ‘‘gene summary’’ option, anatomical
terms are selected if the user-defined stage matches one of
their curated stages (Fig. 1B).
The ZEOGS software
ZEOGS is aweb-based program implementing an algorithm
written in Perl/CGI, which summarizes the most over-re-
presented anatomical terms in an input gene set and their
statistical significance. Figure 2 illustrates the workflow of the
program. As input, the user provides a list of gene identifiers
(either gene symbols of ZFIN IDs) and selects the data source
by means of the ‘‘Data source’’ button (Fig. 2); since in most
experiments not all genes are tested, the user can directly enter
the actual list of genes analyzed in a particular experiment
(‘‘Tested genes’’ option). In detail, the data source option
‘‘Anatomical terms on ZFIN gene summary pages+ stage fil-
ter’’ (abbreviated as ‘‘gene summary’’) (Fig. 2) uses the ana-
tomical terms listed on ZFIN gene summary pages.
Furthermore, the user also has to select a stage (‘‘Stage of de-
velopment’’), which will be used for filtering of anatomical
terms known for the selected stage (Fig. 1A). The data source
option ‘‘Wild-type expression: manually annotated data for
some stages’’ (abbreviated as ‘‘wild-type expression’’) is stricter
and will retrieve those anatomical terms that are experimen-
tally validated by in situ hybridization experiments, as ex-
plained previously (Fig. 1B). For this option, the stage filter
option has also been implemented. Finally, anatomical terms
are tested for over-representation using the hypergeometric
test with Benjamini–Hochberg multiple testing correction, and
the user can choose how to sort them (‘‘Sorting option’’).
The input gene identifiers are converted to ZFIN IDs, which
are used to query expression datasets stored on the server as
flat files. Next, the program obtains anatomical terms for the
input gene identifiers from either all known zebrafish genes or
from the input genes provided with the ‘‘Tested genes’’ option.
During this process, anatomical terms are filtered based on
their observation at the selected stage of development. In the
next step, the algorithm generates the gene lists and gene
counts for each encountered anatomical term and determines
which anatomical terms are significantly over-represented by
means of a hypergeometric test and Benjamin–Hochberg cor-
rection for the p-values. The program provides two tables as
output: one contains all the enriched anatomical terms, sorted
according to a user-specified option, together with gene counts
and p-values, and the second one contains tables of gene
identifiers and descriptions for each anatomical term.
Statistical testing of the output results
The frequency distribution of genes among anatomical
terms in the summary output is useful for gaining a first
FIG. 1. Data source options of ZEOGS. (A) Filtering by the
existence of an anatomical term: When this option is selected,
the program tests which anatomical terms are present at the
input stage. This option is predictive of where genes are
expressed based on the current knowledge but may not be
empirically based at each particular stage. (B) Filtering by
actual observations of gene expression in an anatomical
term: The selection of this option forces the program to
consider only the anatomical terms with direct empirical
evidence for a certain gene to be expressed in these ana-
tomical structures at the selected stage, making the results of
the program fully empirically based.
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qualitative understanding of which genes are mostly ex-
pressed in specific anatomical structures, but does not con-
tain a quantitative statistical assessment of enriched
anatomical terms compared with the whole set of genes with
known expression patterns. We assessed the enrichment of
anatomical terms bymeans of a hypergeometric distribution.
The p-value of the hypergeometric test represents the prob-
ability of randomly selecting a certain number x or more
genes with an anatomical term, given the gene set size, the
total number of genes described by anatomical terms, and
the total number of genes annotated with this particular













where N is the total number of genes that are annotated on
ZFIN with specific anatomical terms (all terms are included
except for ‘‘unspecified’’ and ‘‘whole organism’’), n is the
number of genes annotated with a specific anatomical term, m
is the number of genes in the input gene set, k is the number of
input genes annotated with a specific anatomical term, and x is
the random variable of the hypergeometric distribution. The
current value ofN is 6427, and the list is available for download
from a link on the ZEOGS websites (http://zeogs.x10.bz/
The_list_total_genes_N.txt). Alternatively, N can be derived
from the user-specified list of tested genes by querying this list
against all of the available zebrafish expression pattern infor-
mation. In addition, since ZEOGS is testing the hypothesis of
enrichment formany anatomical terms, we applied Benjamini–
Hochberg method for multiple testing correction.19 The ana-
tomical termswith p-values smaller than 0.1 after the correction
are then regarded as significantly enriched.
Statistical methods
The data from the random sampling simulations were
plotted using the GraphPad Prism 5.03 software. We used the
same software to analyze the correlation between the total
number of genes associated with an anatomical term and its
frequency of enrichment or its enrichment p-value. Specifi-
cally, we used the Spearman correlation coefficient because
gene numbers associated with anatomical terms may not be
normally distributed.
ZEOGS interfaces
TheZEOGSwebsite can be accessed at http://zeogs.molgen
.mpg.de or http://zeogs.x10.bz. The ZEOGS website has two
basic interfaces for interacting with the user: an input and an
output interface, which are both linked to several additional
web pages explaining the ZEOGS algorithm, as well as pro-
viding help, links to relatedwebsites, and contact information.
Additionally, the output interface provides links to tempo-
rarily stored files with all the results from the current program
execution, a table with all anatomical terms associated to the
input gene set, links with detailed description of each term,
gene counts and p-values associated with each anatomical
term, and summary information on the overall results from
the program run. The results from each program execution are
stored in a temporary folder on the web server, which is ac-
cessible for at least 24 h after which these folders are deleted.
Results
Comparison of public data sources for zebrafish gene
expression information
To choose the most complete data source as the basis of our
software, we compared several databases containing gene
expression pattern information for zebrafish genes. The most
important of these databases are ZFIN, Ensembl BioMart, and
4DXpress. These databases differ in their query mechanisms:
BioMart allows queries for gene lists outputting gene–
FIG. 2. Scheme of the overall ZEOGS software algorithm.
To run ZEOGS, the user chooses a data source, a gene
identifier list (either gene symbol or ZFIN ID), stage of
development for which the output will be generated, a list
of tested genes, and a sorting option for the retrieved an-
atomical terms. Input items are surrounded by a gray area.
Next, the input gene identifiers are converted to ZFIN IDs
to query the gene expression datasets according to the
user-selected data source and the stage of development.
The output consists of a list of anatomical terms assigned
to genes in the sample, followed by a list of genes and their
associated counts for all retrieved anatomical terms. The
above procedure can be performed either for all the
zebrafish genes with available expression information or
for the list of genes actually tested in an experiment. En-
richment of anatomical terms is assessed by means of the
p-value from a hypergeometric test. Finally, anatomical
terms are sorted according to the user-selected sorting
option.
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anatomical term pairs, whereas the other two databases are
designed mainly for single-gene queries. We compared the
contents of these databases by counting the total number of
geneswith available gene expression pattern annotations and
the total number of annotated gene–anatomical term pairs.
This comparison is summarized in Table 1 and revealed that
ZFIN gene pages and the ZFIN wild-type expression file
were the most comprehensive sources of zebrafish gene ex-
pression patterns, containing 10,506 and 10,945 genes, as well
as 64,125 and 68,437 gene–anatomical term pairs, respec-
tively. By contrast, Ensembl BioMart contained fewer gene
expression information for zebrafish, with a total number of
genes equal to 6384 and 31,188 gene–anatomical term pairs.
Finally, 4DXpress had the smallest amount of information
with 9319 genes and 25,783 gene–anatomical term pairs.
These results convincingly show that ZFIN is the most
complete database, and therefore we used it as the data
source for ZEOGS software.
Comparison of data source options in ZEOGS
ZEOGS allows the user to use data source options ‘‘gene
summary’’ or ‘‘wild-type expression,’’ which represent two
different views on the curated zebrafish gene expression data
(see Implementation section). This raises the questionwhether
the choice of the data source option influences the results. The
‘‘gene summary’’ option contains more annotation about an-
atomical terms, but it is partially based on predictions, while
the ‘‘wild-type expression’’ option focuses only on develop-
mental stages for which the actual data are available; there-
fore, this option is more reliable, but it contains less
information. We compared both options by applying them
systematically to the whole set of zebrafish genes at all known
zebrafish developmental stages. For each option we evalu-
ated, first, the number of genes that could be associated to an
anatomical term and, second, the number of anatomical terms
encountered for all of the genes. Running ZEOGS with the
‘‘gene summary’’ option revealed that both gene counts and
anatomical term counts follow a sigmoid curve pattern with a
plateau at the final developmental stages (Fig. 3A, B). This can
be explained by growing anatomical diversity of zebrafish as
development proceeds. The plateau for the ‘‘gene summary’’
curves in Figure 3A and B after stage 32 (Pharyngula:
High-pec) is caused by the strong similarities between known
anatomical terms during larval stages of zebrafish develop-
ment, which become more diverse and numerous at the adult
stage (Fig. 3B). In contrast, the results from the ‘‘wild-type
expression’’ option, which is based on empirical evidence,
showed a peaked distribution for both gene and anatomical
term counts at intermediate developmental stages (Fig. 3A, B).
This can be explained by the fact that the majority of the data
in the ‘‘wild-type expression’’ option is available from stage 17
(Gastrula: 50%-epiboly) to stage 33 (Hatching:Long-pec).
Table 1. Comparison of Different Data Sources of Expression Information for Zebrafish
ZFIN gene pages ZFIN wild-type expression file Ensembl BioMart 4DXpress
Total genes with expression 10,506 10,945 6384 9319
Total pairs of genes and anatomical terms 64,125 68,437 31,188 25,783
Average number of anatomical terms/gene 6.1 6.3 4.9 2.8
The results in this table correspond to the data obtained in April 2012 and will change regularly as the databases evolve and are updated.
FIG. 3. The numbers of genes and anatomical terms in the
output by ZEOGS with all zebrafish genes as input with
‘‘gene summary’’ and ‘‘wild-type expression’’ data source
options. The total number of genes with known specific an-
atomical terms (A) and the number of encountered ana-
tomical terms (B) for these genes were quantified across all
of the zebrafish developmental stages for ‘‘gene summary’’
and ‘‘wild-type expression’’ data source options. The ana-
tomical terms ‘‘unspecified’’ and ‘‘whole organism’’ were
not included in this analysis as they do not convey specific
information.
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Interestingly, with the same option, the decrease in the
number of encountered anatomical termswith developmental
time was not as steep as the number of genes associated with
anatomical terms because of multiple anatomical terms as-
sociated with each gene. Thus, the stage at which a gene set
was generated determines which data source option should
be selected. The ‘‘gene summary’’ option is generally appli-
cable and better suited for samples obtained after 72 h of de-
velopment, whereas the ‘‘wild-type expression’’ option is
most suitable for earlier developmental stages.
Assessment of the false-positive rate of ZEOGS using
random gene sets
Before applying ZEOGS to real biological datasets, we as-
sessed its expected false-positive rate defined as the fraction of
enriched anatomical terms when a random selection of genes
is used. Therefore, we randomly sampled 500 genes from all
known zebrafish genes and ran the ZEOGS algorithm using
these genes as input. Random sampling simulations generally
provide a good reference for determining the significance for
the observed results of real biological datasets. The aim of
these simulations was to assess the false-positive rate of
ZEOGS and to assess whether there is an enrichment bias
toward anatomical terms with higher associated gene counts.
Stages 17–33 (5–60 hpf) were chosen for the analysis because
they cover most of the zebrafish embryonic development and
because, at these stages, both data source options have com-
parable contents. We repeated these random sampling pro-
cedures 200 times at each stage, and each time we determined
the proportion of enriched anatomical terms and their en-
richment p-values. The results of the simulations indicated,
first, that setting the enrichment cutoff p-value at 0.1 led to
comparable rates of enrichment for both ‘‘gene summary’’
(mean = 0.1232; standard deviation [SD] = 0.0138) and
‘‘wild-type expression’’ data source options (mean = 0.1667;
SD = 0.0208), confirming the random nature of these simula-
tion experiments (Fig. 4A). In addition, the application of the
Benjamini–Hochberg correction method resulted in dramati-
cally reduced rates of enrichment for both ‘‘gene summary’’
(mean = 0.0039; SD = 0.0047) and ‘‘wild-type expression’’
(mean = 0.0068; SD = 0.0055) options at all stages examined
(Fig. 4A).
We next tested whether the frequency of enriched terms
(the number of times the p-value was below 0.1 for a certain
term) and the significance of the enrichment (negative loga-
rithm of the p-value) were correlated with the number of
genes associated to a certain term.
Both of these analyses were done for all of the stages 5–33,
but since there were no significant differences between stages
(data not shown), all of the data were pooled. The values of
the correlations between anatomical term enrichment fre-
quencies and gene numbers associated with a term showed
that there might be a bias of enriched terms toward high gene
counts (Spearman r= 0.4607 and r= 0.4185 for ‘‘gene sum-
mary’’ and ‘‘wild-type expression’’ options, respectively) (Fig.
4B, C). However, when looking at correlations between neg-
ative logarithms of p-values and number of genes associated
with a certain term, we found no evidence of positive corre-
lation between the two variables (Spearman r= - 0.038 and
r= - 0.3295 for both data source options; Fig. 4D, E). In con-
clusion, our random sampling experiments show that run-
ning ZEOGS on randomly selected genes returns few false
positives and that there was no bias toward anatomical terms
with larger numbers of associated genes when these are
ranked by their p-values.
ZEOGS settings for gene set analyses
For the biological datasets we defined as ’’enriched’’ those
anatomical terms that had hypergeometric p-values less than
0.1, and ‘‘highly enriched’’ those terms that had corrected p-
values less than 0.1. The choice of 0.1 as the p-value for the
current ZEOGS version is motivated by the fact that we are
exploring a variety of more or less noisy biological datasets,
and we think that a p-value threshold, less stringent than 0.05,
better captures those instances of enriched anatomical terms,
which are statistically, as well as biologically significant. It is
worth pointing out that all of the anatomical terms predicted
by ZEOGS analyses may be biologically relevant. Never-
theless, focusing on enriched anatomical terms allows one to
predict the main sites of expression changes.
Testing the performance of ZEOGS on tissue-specific
zebrafish microarray datasets
We next tested if ZEOGS is able to detect enrichment of
anatomical terms in datasets where differentially expressed
genes are expected to be tissue specific. The first dataset we
selected was a comparison of zebrafish retinas with or with-
out the retinal pigment epitheliums (RPE) at 52 hpf22
(GSE5048). We applied ZEOGS with the ‘‘gene summary’’
option using as input genes with higher expression in the
retina with RPE (Supplementary Table 1; Supplementary
Data available online at www.liebertonline.com/zeb) to de-
termine the enriched anatomical terms. Consistent with ex-
pectations, the two most highly enriched anatomical terms
were ‘‘pigment cell’’ and ‘‘retinal pigment epithelium’’ (Sup-
plementary Table 1), thus validating ZEOGS output for this
dataset. We then tested ZEOGS on a set of genes down-
regulated by cyclopamine, a hedgehog signaling inhibitor,
and upregulated by overexpression of the dominant-active
protein kinase A, a potent activator of the hedgehog signaling,
both at 24 hpf.23 The differentially expressed genes in this
gene set are thus likely target genes of transcription factors
downstream of the hedgehog signaling pathway. Indeed,
application of ZEOGS to this dataset revealed that the most
enriched terms were several anatomical terms related to the
floor plate of the neural tube and brain and forebrain (Sup-
plementary Table 2), fully consistent with the expression
patterns of hedgehog ligands in zebrafish.24 In conclusion,
using two very different examples we confirmed the useful-
ness of ZEOGS in cases where gene expression changes are
tissue specific.
GO and KEGG pathway analysis of beclomethasone-
regulated gene sets reveals their functions
As a validation example of the ZEOGS application, we used
it in our own research project aimed at understanding tissue-
specific actions of the GR. GR belongs to the steroid hormone
receptor family and mediates cell responses to endogenous
corticosteroids and a variety of synthetic glucocorticoids. GR
is conserved among vertebrates, including zebrafish, at se-
quence, structural, and functional levels.10 GR can stimulate
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FIG. 4. Random sampling experiment using ZEOGS to assess the false-discovery rate and the possible bias toward high
gene counts. A basic ZEOGS algorithm was run 200 times at stages 17–33 (5–60 hpf) for both ‘‘gene summary’’ and ‘‘wild-
type expression’’ data source options using a random selection of 500 genes. The proportion of anatomical terms for which
the enrichment p-value was below 0.1 (enrichment threshold) was recorded as well as the number of associated genes. Data
points represent fractions of enriched anatomical terms at individual stages for both data source options and a 0.1 p-value
cutoff are presented when standard hypergeometric p-value calculations or the Benjamini–Hochberg-corrected p-values (BH)
were done (A). Plots of the number of times each anatomical term was found enriched (enrichment frequency) relative to the
log2 of the anatomical term’s total gene count for all stages combined show a modest correlation between these two variables
(Spearman coefficient r) for both ‘‘gene summary’’ (B) and ‘‘wild-type expression’’ (C) data source options. The extent of
enrichment measured by the negative log10 of p-values did not correlate with log2 of the total gene counts of anatomical terms
for either of ‘‘gene summary’’ (D) or ‘‘wild-type expression’’ (E) data source options.
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gluconeogenesis; regulate protein, amino acid, and lipid me-
tabolism; induce stress responses; inhibit immune responses
and inflammation; affect neural activity and behavior; and is
involved in the regulation of cell proliferation and survival.
We performed microarray-based expression profiling of
whole zebrafish embryos at 24 and 72 hpf after 3 h treatment
with 25lM of beclomethasone, a potent glucocorticoid with
known activity in zebrafish11 or with 0.1% DMSO as control.
The regulated gene sets at both stages (Supplementary Tables
3 and 4) were subsequently used as test cases for ZEOGS to
predict anatomical structures in the embryowhereGR is active.
To gain insight into the functions of GR-regulated genes in
zebrafish, we first performed GO and KEGG pathway ana-
lyses on both datasets to identify enriched functional terms.
The majority of GO- and KEGG-enriched terms among up-
regulated genes at both 24 and 72hpf are related to carbo-
hydrate, purine and steroid metabolism, oxidative processes,
ion transport, steroid receptor signaling, cell death regulation,
and, interestingly, heart development (Supplementary Tables
5 and 6) consistent with a crucial role of GR in metabolism25
and apoptosis.26 Moreover, several downregulated genes
(mcm2, mcm3, mcm5, mcm6, gins2) at 72 hpf were associated
with DNA replication, suggesting that repression of these
genes by GR may lead to inhibition of proliferation.
Application of ZEOGS to the set of beclomethasone-
regulated genes at 24 hpf
Using the ‘‘gene summary’’ option, we found that several
anatomical terms related to the developing musculature
(‘‘myotome,’’ ‘‘adaxial cell,’’ ‘‘trunk musculature,’’ ‘‘muscula-
ture system,’’ and ‘‘somite’’) (Table 2; Supplementary Table 7),
three of which (‘‘myotome,’’ ‘‘musculature system,’’ and ‘‘so-
mite’’) were also identified using the ‘‘wild-type expression’’
option (Table 3; Supplementary Table 7). Since pharmaco-
logical use of glucocorticoids results in muscle wasting,27
these results reinforce the idea that usage of ZEOGS can
identify the sites of action of GR signaling. In addition, we
found terms related to heart and vasculature (‘‘pericardium,’’
‘‘primitive heart tube,’’ ‘‘vein,’’ ‘‘artery,’’ ‘‘posterior caudal
vein’’) with the ‘‘gene summary’’ option, but only heart-
related anatomical terms were common to both data source
options (Tables 2 and 3). Heart tissue and vasculature are in-
deed transcriptionally and physiologically responsive to both
mineralocorticoids28 and glucocorticoids,29,30 with demon-
strably different regulated sets of genes.31,32 Finally, anatomical
terms related to zebrafish ear development (‘‘immature ante-
rior and posteriormaculas’’) were common to both data source
options (Tables 2 and 3). Although, ear is known to respond to
glucocorticoids,33 the significance of the result is unclear be-
cause of very different anatomies of mammalian and zebrafish
ears and the fact that the enrichment is only based on two
associated genes. Other enriched anatomical terms were found
only with a single data source option. The analysis with the
‘‘gene summary’’ found ‘‘YSL’’ (‘‘yolk syncitial layer’’) associ-
ated with 18 genes. Furthermore, there were several notochord
and nervous system-related anatomical terms enriched in the
same analysis (‘‘axial mesoderm,’’ ‘‘chordo neural hinge,’’ ‘‘roof
plate,’’ ‘‘peripheral nervous system’’) (Table 2). Several ana-
tomical terms found only with the ‘‘wild-type expression’’ op-
tion were related to glia (‘‘immature Schwann cell,’’ ‘‘glial cell,’’
‘‘perineuronal satellite cell’’) (Table 3). Such observations of
predicted GR-regulated gene expression in neurons and glia are
consistent with the expression of GR and mineralocorticoid
Table 2. Anatomical Terms Enriched for Genes Upregulated by Beclomethasone Treatment at 24hpf:












Myotome 32 703 5,29E-01 0.00065 Yes X
Trunk musculature 8 82 0.00022 0.01360 Yes
Adaxial cell 18 355 0.00024 0.00967 Yes
Musculature system 12 246 0.00382 0.11648 No X
Pericardium 2 5 0.00388 0.09468 Yes
Immature posterior macula 2 5 0.00388 0.07890 Yes X
Ysl 20 531 0.00440 0.07664 Yes
Somite 35 1158 0.00641 0.09770 Yes X
Immature anterior macula 2 7 0.00793 0.10754 No X
Vein 8 155 0.01271 0.15504 No
Artery 7 130 0.01565 0.17362 No
Primitive heart tube 7 146 0.02765 0.28112 No X
Vent 1 2 0.03994 0.37480 No
Axial mesoderm 4 67 0.04566 0.39794 No
Chordo neural hinge 3 40 0.04607 0.37471 No
Pharyngeal pouch 1 1 3 0.05930 0.45217 No
Peripheral nervous system 2 20 0.06052 0.43433 No
Roof plate 1 4 0.07827 0.53052 No
Significantly enriched anatomical terms were identified for the input gene list using ZEOGS with the ‘‘gene summary’’ option at the 24–
30 hpf developmental stage and presented in the table together with the sample and total gene counts, hypergeometric p-values (with 0.1
being the enrichment threshold), Benjamini–Hochberg-corrected p-values, indications whether corrected p-values are < 0.1 (gray rows), and
whether the anatomical terms were also found enriched when the analysis was run with the ‘‘wild-type expression’’ option (X). The number
of genes with anatomical terms for all genes and the sample were 5842 and 118, respectively. ZEOGS encountered 346 anatomical terms for
all genes and 122 for the sample genes.
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receptor (MR) in rat neurons34,35 and glia,36 although further
studies will be necessary to confirm their sites of expression and
regulation. Identification of pronephros (‘‘pronephric proximal
convoluted tubule’’) and ‘‘interrenal primordium’’ terms in this
analysis may be significant since in the mammalian system
kidney is a primary target of mineralocorticoids, but not of
glucocorticoids because of glucocorticoid inactivation by the
HSD11B2 enzyme.37 However, the situation in embryonic zeb-
rafishmay not be the same sinceMR is apparently not expressed
in pronephros of embryonic zebrafish (ZFIN Gene Expression
database).
Application of ZEOGS to analyze the set
of beclomethasone-regulated genes at 72 hpf
In contrast to the results at 24 hpf, the analysis at 72 hpf did
not show an overlap for the two data source options and
showed very different numbers of genes associated with an-
atomical terms (90 for the ‘‘gene summary’’ and 19 for the
‘‘wild-type expression’’). Moreover, enrichments of anatomi-
cal terms for the ‘‘wild-type expression’’ option were calcu-
lated on the basis of only one or two genes. These results
indicate that the ‘‘wild-type expression’’ option of ZEOGS
should not be used beyond the stage 33 (60 hpf), which is also
consistent with the data in Fig. 3A. Therefore, we focused only
on results obtained with the ‘‘gene summary’’ option (Table 4;
Supplementary Table 8). The top and highly significant ana-
tomical term identified was ‘‘liver,’’ a well-characterized site
of GR action,38 where it induces gluconeogenesis. Anatomical
terms related to cartilage and presumptive skeletal structures
(‘‘chondrocranium,’’ ‘‘palatoquadrate cartilage,’’ ‘‘vertebra,’’
‘‘notochord,’’ and ‘‘teeth’’) were also enriched, which is in line
with pharmacological effects of glucocorticoids in regulation
of gene expression in chondrocytes,39,40 inhibition of their
proliferation, survival, and differentiation.41,42 Neural-related
anatomical terms ‘‘epiphysis’’ and ‘‘tract of the post-optic
commisure’’ were likewise strongly enriched, epiphysis being
represented by 14 genes. This result is of much interest, because
several recent studies indicate that glucocorticoids are impli-
cated into control of melatonin production during the light-dark
cycle43–45 and gene regulation in the pineal gland.46 Further,
the cardiovascular system was represented by ‘‘heart,’’ ‘‘pos-
terior cardinal vein,’’ and ‘‘posterior caudal vein’’ terms. This
overlaps with our findings at 24 hpf and is consistent with the
mammalian studies on glucocorticoid and MR function in the
heart.29,31,32 Similarly to the results at 24 hpf, ear-related an-
atomical terms ‘‘semi-circular canal’’ and ‘‘otolith organ’’ were
identified as enriched terms. ‘‘Somite,’’ a strongly enriched
term at 24 hpf, was also enriched at 72 hpf, suggesting that the
genes expressed in the muscle are regulated by GR at both
stages. Finally, ‘‘pronephric duct’’ was another anatomical
term shared between the results of 24 and 72 hpf experiments,
further reinforcing the significance of GR-mediated gene
regulation in this anatomical structure.
Discussion
The advent of high-throughput gene expression profiling
technologies in the zebrafish model system has enabled sys-
tematic analysis of transcriptomes, but often at the expense of
spatial resolution when whole embryos or larvae are used for
the analysis. The question of where in the embryo certain
expression changes occur can thus become impossible to an-
swer if one only has gene lists from such high-throughput
experiments. However, the availability of large amounts of
detailed gene expression pattern information in the zebrafish
makes it possible to address this question using prediction
approaches without direct experimental validation. In this
article, we describe ZEOGS, a web-based computational
method to predict the anatomical region(s) in which changes
Table 3. Anatomical Terms Enriched for Genes Upregulated by Beclomethasone Treatment at 24hpf:












Myotome 31 598 1,45E-02 0.00001 Yes X
Heart rudiment 9 168 0.00536 0.25172 No
Interrenal primordium 2 6 0.00543 0.17020 No
Primitive heart tube 8 149 0.00846 0.19876 No X
Somite 18 548 0.01858 0.34937 No X
Pronephric proximal convoluted tubule 2 11 0.01868 0.29261 No
Perineuronal satellite cell 1 1 0.01962 0.26353 No
Glial cell 1 1 0.01962 0.23058 No
Immature Schwann cell 1 1 0.01962 0.20496 No
Pronephric proximal straight tubule 2 12 0.02213 0.20801 No
Skeletal muscle cell 2 13 0.02582 0.22065 No
Immature posterior macula 1 2 0.03886 0.30442 No X
Immature anterior macula 1 2 0.03886 0.28100 No X
Gut 5 106 0.05631 0.37808 No
Musculature system 1 3 0.05772 0.36172 No X
Common myeloid progenitor 1 4 0.07621 0.44774 No
Significantly enriched anatomical terms were identified for the input gene list using ZEOGS with the ‘‘wild-type expression’’ option at the
24–30hpf developmental stage and are presented in the table together with the sample and total gene counts, hypergeometric p-values (with
0.1 being the enrichment threshold), Benjamini–Hochberg-corrected p-values, indications whether corrected p-values are < 0.1 (gray rows),
and whether the anatomical terms were also found enriched when the analysis was run with the ‘‘gene summary’’ option (X). The numbers of
genes with anatomical terms for all genes and the sample were 4784 and 94, respectively. ZEOGS encountered 500 anatomical terms for all
genes and 94 for the sample genes.
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in expression patterns take place for a given set of input genes.
The prediction is based on the expression information avail-
able in the ZFIN database and the AO of zebrafish. The latter
provides a unified vocabulary for describing zebrafish ana-
tomical structures and a hierarchical structure for the rela-
tionships among the anatomical terms. The principle of our
method is to obtain a list of relevant anatomical structures for
each gene in an input set and for all known or tested genes,
and perform a hypergeometric test to identify anatomical
structures that have a statistically significant enrichment.
Previously, Packham and colleagues47 studied transcriptional
changes caused by blocked blood flow in zebrafish embryos
and tabulated all of the regulated geneswith the corresponding
anatomical terms from ZFIN, conceptually similar to what
ZEOGS does. What is new about ZEOGS is that it is automatic
and incorporates statistical methods, and, to our knowledge,
this method has not been applied in this form to zebrafish or
other animal model systems. The inspiration and the basic
statistical procedure in ZEOGS were adopted from GO term
enrichment tools, which are used for interpreting high-
throughput datasets.3,48,49 The statistical procedure im-
plemented in ZEOGS is based on the calculation of a one-tailed
hypergeometric p-value given its focus on enriched anatomical
terms, whichmay be different for statistical testing in some GO
tools.48 Another difference is that the GO terms are derived
from different types of experimental and computational an-
notations,49 whereas ZEOGS uses almost exclusively the data
from RNA in situ hybridization stainings available on ZFIN.
During the development of ZEOGS, we also compared
different sources of zebrafish gene expression pattern infor-
mation and found that unsurprisingly ZFIN was more com-
plete than Ensembl BioMart50 and 4DXpress.9 The smaller
amount of gene expression data in both Ensembl BioMart and
4DXpress suggests that their contents are not frequently
synchronized with ZFIN and indeed 4DXpress has not been
updated since its launch in 2008, which explains its current
state. Ensembl, on the other hand, may be more focused on
providing genomic coordinates, sequences, and variation in-
formation than on serving as a hub for gene expression pat-
tern information.
There are two main ways to obtain gene expression pattern
information on ZFIN, the first being from gene summary
pages (‘‘gene summary’’), where all annotated anatomical
terms for a specific gene are listed, and the second being de-
rived from manually curated published results of in situ hy-
bridization experiments (‘‘wild-type expression’’). When
applying the ‘‘gene summary’’ option in ZEOGS, anatomical
terms are filtered based on their presence at specified stages.
We found that this option could be applied successfully to
both 24 and 72hpf datasets, but it is less empirically based
than the ‘‘wild-type expression’’ option, for which the data are
mostly available from *6–60 hpf. Haudry and colleagues9
previously reached a very similar conclusion concerning the
developmental stage distribution of gene expression data on
ZFIN. These stage distribution quantifications can be ex-
plained partially by the biological focus of the investigators
but mostly by limitations of the RNA in situ hybridization
techniques that can successfully stain zebrafish embryos only
until about 3–4 days of development. Thus, the zebrafish
community clearly needs stage-independent gene expression
visualization technologies. Once technical challenges are
overcome, our vision is that, for each gene at each stage of
zebrafish development, we will have a detailed and highly
specific anatomical term annotation, which would increase
the prediction power of ZEOGS-like tools and obviate the
need for two different data source options.
As negative control, we applied ZEOGS to randomly chosen
gene sets and showed that the proportion of enriched terms
was comparable with the p-value threshold, whereas when we
applied the Benjamini–Hochberg correction for multiple test-
ing, there were almost no enriched terms. The results with
random gene sets mean that those anatomical terms passing
the significance threshold after the Benjamini–Hochberg cor-
rection for real datasets are likely significant. Importantly, the
Table 4. Anatomical Terms Enriched for Genes Upregulated by Beclomethasone Treatment
at 72hpf: ZEOGS Analysis with the ‘‘Gene Summary’’ Option
Anatomical term Sample gene count Total gene count p-value Corrected p-value Below threshold?
Liver 32 1066 0.00044 0.04805 Yes
Epiphysis 15 458 0.00907 0.49416 No
Otolith organ 1 2 0.03330 1.00 No
Tract of the postoptic commissure 1 3 0.04954 1.00 No
Chondrocranium 2 24 0.06065 1.00 No
Palatoquadrate cartilage 2 24 0.06065 1.00 No
Somite 26 1158 0.06621 1.00 No
Semicircular canal 2 26 0.06991 0.95247 No
Pharynx 7 220 0.07604 0.92092 No
Posterior cardinal vein 3 59 0.07616 0.83017 No
Heart 16 653 0.07750 0.76800 No
Pronephric duct 15 605 0.07962 0.72321 No
Paraxial mesoderm 5 138 0.08191 0.68675 No
Intestinal bulb 7 229 0.08965 0.69796 No
Posterior caudal vein 1 6 0.09661 0.70206 No
Significantly enriched anatomical terms were identified for the input gene list using ZEOGS with the ‘‘gene summary’’ option at the 72–
96 hpf developmental stage and presented in the table together with sample and total gene counts, hypergeometric p-values (with 0.1 being
the enrichment threshold), Benjamini–Hochberg-corrected p-values, and indications whether corrected p-values are < 0.1 (gray rows). The
numbers of genes with anatomical terms for all genes and the sample were 6066 and 102, respectively. ZEOGS encountered 377 anatomical
terms for all genes and 109 for the sample genes.
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terms with larger p-values may also be biologically significant
since gene list inputs to ZEOGS are already coming from ex-
periments where false-positive rates have been controlled. We
also addressed the issue of a possible bias in the results toward
heavily studied anatomical terms. Indeed, there was a modest
correlation between the enrichment likelihood of an anatomical
term and the number of genes associated with it. However, no
correlation was found between enrichment p-values and
extents of anatomical term annotations. Thus, enrichment p-
values are of greater use for judging enrichment of anatomical
terms. The opposite situation occurs when anatomical terms
with 1 or very few associated genes are identified as enriched.
Here we recommend the user to pay attention to anatomical
term annotations and judgewhether such termsmay indeed be
enriched and biologically relevant.
We also applied ZEOGS to biological datasets we gener-
ated obtained by treating zebrafish embryos at 24 and 72 hpf
stages with 25lM beclomethasone and performing gene ex-
pression profiling. We found that most of the identified en-
riched anatomical terms showed overlap with mammalian
tissues known to be responsive to glucocorticoids. The extent
of enrichment was different between stages and there were
common as well as stage-specific enriched anatomical terms,
indicating that tissues show stage-specific sensitivities to
glucocorticoids. The choice of the data source option was also
very important, since the ‘‘gene summary’’ option was ap-
plicable to any developmental stage, whereas the ‘‘wild-type
expression’’ optionwas applicable to stages before 72 hpf. Our
studies with GR were a good test case for ZEOGS on a ubiq-
uitously expressed transcription factor where we expected
effects on several tissues. We also tested ZEOGS on datasets
where much more tissue-specific effects were expected. In-
deed, we found that the term ‘‘retinal pigment epithelium’’
was highly enriched in the expression profiling datasets of
retinas with or without the RPE. Similarly, a gene set con-
taining putative hedgehog signaling target genes allowed us
to identify enrichment of anatomical terms, which are well-
established sites of hedgehog signaling. The larger numbers of
highly enriched anatomical terms in these two latter datasets
compared with the former dataset also suggest that the extent
of anatomical term enrichment may be greater when expres-
sion changes aremore tissue specific due to similar expression
patterns of large subsets of these genes. Together, these ex-
ample applications of ZEOGS argue for its ability to identify
anatomical features of the gene expression patterns of genes in
large datasets irrespective of how tissue specific these gene
expression changes are.
In this study,we have developed a novel tool called ZEOGS
for calculating enrichment of zebrafish gene expression pat-
tern features using straightforward but powerful algorithms
and publicly available zebrafish gene expression data. To
ensure the reliability and usefulness of the software, we
carefully studied the properties of data sources it is based
upon and tested its applications to random and biological
datasets. Its performance on biological datasets was highly
consistent with our expectations, but also led to some novel
predictions. Thus, we expect the software to be suitable for
finding novel anatomical term associations with large gene
sets. The input for ZEOGS are lists of genes obtained from
high-throughput experiments, whereas the output may in-
form new experiments to identify expression patterns of novel
genes without associated expression information, as well as to
study more in detail the expression patterns of genes with
known function (Fig. 5). These experiments, if submitted,
could further enrich the ZFIN database and, consequently, the
data used for ZEOGS algorithm, thus enabling a productive
cycle of database and tool improvement.
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